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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this action research project was to study the effects adding
increased amounts of science related nonfiction reading had on student achievement in
science. How did the increased exposure to nonfiction reading affect students’ attitudes
towards science and students’ attitudes towards reading nonfiction? After students were
given opportunities to read nonfiction books related to the topics of study in science
class, data was collected and analyzed to determine if increasing nonfiction reading
opportunities improved students’ posttest scores or changed students’ thoughts regarding
nonfiction reading. After this short study, posttest scores indicated the additional
nonfiction reading did not improve student content knowledge. The data did show
however, an increase in the number of students that choose to read nonfiction books.
Results of this action research project also indicated students thought reading nonfiction
sources was important to gain knowledge and understanding of science topics.
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INTRODUCTION
Teachers face many challenges when it comes to delivering the curriculum with
fidelity. A challenge I face in my classroom is finding enough time during the week to
teach science. The third grade curriculum emphasizes the teaching of reading, language
arts and mathematics. With the pressure of meeting AYP (Annual Yearly Progress) and
preparing students to take the CRT (Montana’s standardized test) in the spring, I spend a
great deal of time teaching math and reading which leaves only a small portion of the day
to commit to science. If there happens to be a disruption in the schedule, such as an
assembly, for example, it is science that gets omitted. It is not my intent to neglect
teaching this equally important subject; I am looking for a creative way to increase the
amount of science exposure my students receive during the school day.
As a third grade teacher, the majority of the students that come into the third
grade have gained confidence in their ability to read, often have good word decoding
skills and are moving into reading more complicated fictional chapter books. A
concerning observation I have made is most of these proficient readers rarely choose to
read nonfiction books. I understand the value of reading fiction, but I also question
whether students lacking background knowledge in areas such as science and social
studies would be more knowledgeable if they were encouraged to read more nonfiction
text in school.
Over the course of the last three years, I have participated in a SILC (Science
Inquiry Learning Classroom) program with many other K-8 teachers in our school
district. A concern frequently expressed by the upper elementary and middle school
teachers in this group is the lack of content knowledge students have when entering their
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science classes. This lack of fundamentals creates a challenge when trying to teach more
difficult science concepts. The middle school teachers with whom I have conversed tell
stories of having to teach basic science concepts that students should have been exposed
to earlier in their schooling and when they have to back up in the curriculum, it is
difficult to complete the curricular goals for their grade level.
Thinking of these three concerns, I really wanted to find a way to increase student
exposure to science topics, build background knowledge and integrate more nonfiction
reading into the school day. My overall observation is students lack science background
knowledge and exposure to science concepts in elementary school. How can I increase
student exposure to science concepts and build science background knowledge that will
better prepare students for upper elementary and middle school?
The questions I developed and hoped to answer during my research project were:
•

Primary action research question:
How does increasing nonfiction science reading impact student
achievement in science?

•

Sub-questions:
1. How does increasing nonfiction reading affect student attitudes towards
science and reading nonfiction book?
2. How does increasing nonfiction reading affect my teaching practices?

After my research was complete and my conclusion was determined, I shared the
results of my study with my students. It is important for students to know different
strategies for acquiring knowledge and how acquiring knowledge affects learning.
Therefore, I hoped by knowing the results of my action research project I would instill in
my students the importance of reading nonfiction books to gain knowledge about science
and increase their understanding of science topics.
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I also shared my results of this action research project with my administrator and
colleagues. It has become increasingly important to incorporate nonfiction reading into
teaching as National Common Core Standards becomes the road map to the goals and
objectives we use as we teach. Teachers are required to use more nonfiction literature in
their teaching practices and by sharing the positive results I saw in this study and the
strategies I found successful, I hoped to inspire more of my peers to increase the amount
of exposure their future students would have to nonfiction literature sources.
After careful thought and consideration, I selected the members of the support
team I relied on throughout my Action Research Project for their support, critical
feedback and expertise.
•

Jill Nyman – Jim Darcy Elementary School, fifth grade teacher
Jill and I have worked together at the same elementary school for eight years.
She is a dedicated educator and is always very conscientious of the curricular
goals as she develops lessons and delivers instruction to her students. Her
knowledge of curriculum and interest in data driven instruction are strengths
that were helpful as I collected and interpreted data during my project. Jill
just recently completed her Master’s in School Administration and is quite
familiar with defending a thesis.

•

Jeanne Morigeau – Jim Darcy Elementary School, teacher librarian
Jeanne is a whiz when it comes to writing. Jeanne loves a challenge and was
willing to edit my work as I proceeded with this project. Jeanne is an amazing
librarian that goes above and beyond the typical duties of a school librarian.
She supports the teaching staff in any way she can and is always willing to
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track down books upon a teacher’s request. Jeanne stays current on the latest
and greatest books for students and is constantly adding quality age
appropriate literature to our library. She has a wonderful relationship with the
students in our building, knows all of the students by first name and has
worked closely with the staff to increase reading proficiency school wide.
Last year when I started visiting with her about this project she immediately
got excited and started looking for high quality nonfiction books to support
my action research project. I went to her on many occasions to discuss data
collection, nonfiction reading materials and possible action research questions
etc. Therefore, she was well aware of this endeavor and was willing to
support me in any way she could.
•

Tina Brothers – Jim Darcy Elementary School – kindergarten teacher, MSSE
classmate
Tina has been a valuable resource since the beginning of the MSSE program.
She is my “go to” gal and has been extremely supportive when I have
questions on an assignment or I need some analytical discourse. She is
passionate about teaching science, and her knowledge and enthusiasm are
constant. Tina does a great job giving constructive criticisms, which
motivates me to give 110% to this program. I can’t imagine going through the
MSSE program without her.

•

Ashley Milbrandt – Jim Darcy Elementary School – first grade teacher,
MSSE
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Ashley is very goal oriented and focused. She is able to see the bigger
picture, but break it down into manageable parts (which really keeps me on
track). She knows how to get things done. Working with Ashley has helped
me remain focused and organized while focusing on the end goal. Ashley is
an amazing teacher and I value her fresh ideas and teaching methods. Again, I
can’t imagine going through the MSSE program without her.
Walter Woolbaugh, my MSSE committee chair, and Dr. McLaughlin, a professor
of chemistry at Montana State University were also members of this valued support team.
The time commitment and advice the members of this team provided were greatly
appreciated!
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
By conducting a literature review I hoped to find more information to confirm the
necessity of my action research project and help me design research methods to answer
the questions pertaining to my project. I searched for studies and articles supporting
benefits of reading nonfiction and expository text to increase background knowledge. It
is my belief that by exposing my students to more nonfiction science themed materials,
my students would gain knowledge in science and enjoy reading nonfiction more often.
I first wanted to back up my belief that it is important for students to learn how to
read nonfiction and find evidence that supports the benefits of increased nonfiction
reading. In the first few years of elementary school, students learn to read primarily
through the use of fiction books, but with the National Common Core Standards at the
forefront of education, there is an increased push to use nonfiction sources to deliver
curriculum. Starting at an early age, children are expected to process rigorous
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information, therefore, it is important for students to learn to read and understand
expository materials (Fang, 2008; Kelsey, 2011). It is important for students in
elementary school to have many opportunities to read nonfiction so they will be prepared
to “handle the more demanding reading materials in later years of schooling” (Fang,
2008, p.477). One article, “Nonfiction in the Early Grades: Making Reading and Writing
Relevant for All Students” (Flowers, 2000), validated the importance of this action
research project stating, “Nonfiction promotes learning across the curriculum.” Having
students read expository and nonfiction materials also prepares students to understand
more complex concepts and engage in critical thinking (Flowers, 2000). The academic
benefits of integrating more nonfiction and expository reading was apparent and
supported the importance of my study.
As I continued gathering evidence for my action research project I needed to find
out why students preferred reading fiction and if there were nonfiction sources that would
appeal to my students. I read many articles discussing the nonfiction “makeover” that
has occurred in recent years. I was pleasantly surprised by the “new” nonfiction (Gill,
2009) and how nonfiction books have been revamped in recent years to appeal to young
readers. Nonfiction books have changed immensely over the past 20 years with more
appealing photographs, illustrations, and are written in a way that intertwines a story with
rich science vocabulary and text (Kelsey, 2011; Gill, 2009; and Collard, 2003).
Nonfiction books today are accurately written, well organized and visually attractive
(Collard, 2003 and Gill, 2009). After reading these articles, I visited our school library to
find that indeed, authors and publishers have put a great deal of effort into making
nonfiction appealing to young readers.
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Providing an educational framework and developing a foundation for my study
was my next goal. My views about teaching science and reading are similar to the
findings of early theorists such as John Dewey. Dewey believed learning is an active
process and involves the assimilation of knowledge (Emand & Fraser, 2011). His theory
of experience explains that we learn by applying what we have learned in past situations
to new situations. By building knowledge through reading nonfiction and expository
materials, students will gain knowledge that can be applied to new situations and new
learning experiences. If we are to believe the Constructivist theory, new information is
internalized through past experiences or prior knowledge. “Learning occurs on the
framework of what a student already knows” (Crowther, 1999, p.18). Building
background knowledge and conceptual knowledge through increased nonfiction reading
would help students assimilate new learning in science and improve science achievement.
Scientific literacy is a new hot topic in education. The National Science Education
Standards define scientific literacy as “the understanding of science content and scientific
practices and the ability to use that knowledge to participate in decision making that is
personal or that affects others in a global community” (Krajcik &Sutherland, 2010, p.
456). In further reading about science literacy, I found many correlations between the
instructional methods used to encourage science literacy and the goals of my study.
Scientific literacy involves a rounded approach to teaching science content, stressing the
importance of reading, writing, questioning and communicating to gain knowledge and
understanding of science topics. I planned to use all of these methods during my study
by adding more science reading opportunities, having students write in science journals,
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and encouraging students to communicate with their peers the new information they had
gained through their reading.
Reading nonfiction is very different than reading fiction books and since many
third grade students have not had a lot of experience reading informational text, it was
important to research best practices for teaching children how to read this more complex
text structure. Nonfiction text often has specialized vocabulary and technical language
that makes comprehension more difficult for students. Fang (2008) recommends several
teaching strategies to alleviate frustration and hesitation among students when reading
expository materials. To promote student understanding, paraphrasing and summarizing
key points is helpful. It is also important to model reading nonfiction books so students
realize these books do not have to be read in sequential order (Gill, 2009; Clark, 2011).
Graphs, sidebars, captions, and other graphic sources are parts students should be aware
as a way to gain additional information and should not be overlooked. The most
important strategy is to allow students time to read. Reading practice is necessary,
therefore, having quality nonfiction books readily available and allotting students time to
practice will increase student exposure to expository materials (Fang, 2008).
If we, as teachers, are able to increase background knowledge and conceptual
knowledge, students will be able to apply this knowledge to enhance learning across the
curriculum.
METHODOLOGY
Treatment
The treatment for my action research project included providing more nonfiction
science themed reading opportunities for my students during the school day. The research
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methodology for this project received an exemption by Montana State University’s
Institutional Review Board and compliance for working with human subjects was
maintained during Fall 2012 (Appendix A). Throughout my action research project I
taught one non-treatment chapter in science followed by a treatment chapter in science
with a total of two cycles of treatment and two cycles of non-treatment phases. Table 2
outlines the teaching approaches and data collection methods I used during the treatment
and non-treatment phases.
Table 1
Non-Treatment and Treatment
Non-Treatment Units
* Use pre-test to evaluate student
knowledge of material and
objectives to be covered in
upcoming science
*Teach daily lessons within the
science unit
*Give a formative assessment
(CAT) at least once a week to
gauge student understanding
*Students will participate in at least
one inquiry activity per chapter
*Chapter worksheets will be given
to enforce concepts and science
vocabulary
*Science journals will be used to
take notes, collect data and write
about concepts
*A posttest will be given at the end
of the science chapter

Treatment Units
* Use pre-test to evaluate student knowledge of material
and objectives to be covered in upcoming science unit
*Teach daily lessons within the science unit
*Give a formative assessment (CAT) at least once a week
to gauge student understanding
*Students will participate in one inquiry activity/chapter
*Chapter worksheets will be given to enforce concepts and
science vocabulary
*Science journals will be used to take notes, collect data
and write about concepts
*A posttest will be given at the end of the science chapter
In Addition:
*Introduce nonfiction books related to science chapter
*Read aloud one nonfiction book related to the science
topic each week
*Have at least 20 nonfiction books related to current
science unit available for students to read during
independent reading (The Nonfiction Book Nook)
*Give one book talk on related nonfiction book each week
*Teach students strategies for reading nonfiction books
*Allot 15 minutes/day for students to read nonfiction
books related to the science topic with partner or
independently
*Encourage students to take Accelerated Reader Quizzes
on the nonfiction books they have read.

During my action research project, I planned to teach four chapters of science
from the Harcourt Science third grade textbook, alternating treatment and non-treatment
phases. Each non-treatment chapter took approximately three weeks to complete during
the four day a week, 40-minute science block I planned into our weekly class schedule.
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The non-treatment phases of my study included reading from the textbook with the
students, engaging the students in at least one experiment or hands-on science lesson, and
completing written assignments such as CATs (Classroom Assessment Techniques),
chapter worksheets, and science journal entries. At the end of each non-treatment phase,
the students were required to take a posttest so I could assess student understanding of the
concepts and vocabulary taught during the chapter.
A treatment phase, again using a three-week time frame and teaching four science
lessons a week, kept the treatment phases teaching format consistent with the nontreatment phases. As referenced in Table 1 above, during each treatment, the delivery of
science instruction remained consistent with the non-treatment phases except for the
additional opportunities students were given to read and hear nonfiction books with
themes related to the science chapter being taught at the time. For example, during the
chapter on the five main animal groups, I read aloud several nonfiction literature
selections with concepts and vocabulary words students had become familiar with
through the lessons in the science textbook such as animal traits, mimicry, and extinction.
Nonfiction reading was also encouraged during the 20-minute independent reading time
the students were given each day. I created a special Nonfiction Book Nook in our
classroom, which held many content rich nonfiction books with a wide range of reading
levels to meet the needs and interests of all the students in my class. Adding more
nonfiction books to our classroom, giving more book talks and reading nonfiction aloud
were all suggestions students had given during the students’ interviews. The students
were allowed to read books from this corner of our classroom anytime they had a free
minute.
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The selection of quality nonfiction books was critical to my action research
project to ensure that adding additional nonfiction reading was going to truly improve
student achievement in science and improve student understanding of the science
concepts and vocabulary being taught during the science chapter. It was essential to find
books that would coincide with the content I was teaching during science class. To help
me gather nonfiction books for this study I relied on our school librarian, Jeanne
Morigeau. I knew Jeanne would know a great deal about what types of nonfiction
students enjoyed reading as well as being able to find worthy nonfiction books to
reinforce science concepts and vocabulary students were expected to know. She and I
were able to find many nonfiction books containing relevant concepts and vocabulary
words. Books we found credible with accurate information were recommended books
from reliable sources such as National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) and
National Geographic. This specialized nonfiction collection was used for book talks, read
alouds and independent student reading.
Demographics
The data used for my action research project was reflective of the twenty-three
third grade students in my classroom for the 2012-2013 school year at Jim Darcy
Elementary School. Jim Darcy Elementary is one of eleven elementary (K-5) schools in
Helena, Montana. Our school has 305 students with 20.3% of the population receiving
free or reduced lunch. We have a very stable population of families and the majority of
our students attend Jim Darcy for all six years of elementary school. My class was
comprised of 13 girls and ten boys, all Caucasian English speaking students. Of these
students, two girls attended speech class twice a week for 20 minutes each time for minor
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articulation difficulties. During the length of this project, none of my students received
special education services in math or reading and two of the students received free or
reduced lunch. Academically, my students were an average class with 12 students at or
above benchmark on the Fall 2012 Academic Improvement Measurement System
(AIMSWeb) (Appendix C) reading assessment, seven students were in the intensive
range and four of the students fell into the strategic category according to the assessment
standards.
Research Methods
Table 2 explains the tentative treatment schedule including the science chapters I
taught and the data collection instruments and techniques I used throughout the course of
my action research project.
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Table 2
Treatment Schedule
Science Unit and
Chapter

Tentative Date

NonTreatment/
Treatment
NonTreatment

Unit A – Plants
and Animals
Chapter 1 – Plant
Types

September 18Oct. 17

Unit B – Plants
and Animals
Chapter 2 – Types
of Animals

October 22November 20

Treatment

Unit D Cycles on
Earth and in
Space
Chapter 2
Weather
Unit D Cycles on
Earth and in
Space
Chapter 3 Earth
and Its Place in
the Solar System

November 26December 18

NonTreatment

January 2January 25

Treatment

Data Collection

*Initial student interviews
*Posttest
*Student AR reading quizzes
*Student Opinion Surveys
*Teacher Journal and
observations
*Posttest
*Student AR reading quizzes
*Student Opinion Surveys
*Teacher Journal and
observations
*Posttest
*Student AR reading quizzes
*Student Opinion Surveys
*Teacher Journal and
observations
*Post-study student interviews
*Posttest
*Student AR reading quizzes
*Student Opinion Surveys
*Teacher Journal and
observations

I used the same teaching strategies consistently in both phases of my study. I
tried to keep the length of each treatment and non-treatment phase about the same length,
but the number of days spent on a chapter did vary slightly due to the varying number of
lessons each science chapter contained. The change occurred during the treatment phase,
at which time I introduced nonfiction books that are related to the topics taught during the
science lessons. Students had an opportunity to read these nonfiction selections during
independent reading times each day. During the research project, I used the same data
collection instruments for both the treatment and non-treatment phases with the exception
of the student interviews, which were given at the beginning of the study and again at the
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end of the study. I compared the data collected during each phase in order to determine if
changes had occurred in student achievement, student understanding and/or student
opinions.
I chose specific data collection instruments to assess each question of my action
research, and to show how increased nonfiction reading affects student understanding of
science as well as how it affects student attitudes. Table 3 outlines the data collection
methodologies that corresponded to each research question. Table 3 also indicates the
triangulation necessary for a valid and reliable study.

2. How does increasing nonfiction
reading affect student attitudes
about science and about reading
nonfiction books?
3. How does increasing nonfiction
reading affect my teaching
A, C, D
practices?

B

B, C, D

B, C, D

B, D

B, D

Teacher
Journal and
Observations

B

Chapter
Posttests

Student
Interviews

1. How does increasing science
based nonfiction reading impact
student achievement in science?

Student
Surveys

Research Questions

AR Quizzes

Table 3
Data Collect Methods

A, D

D

D

A, C, D

D
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Key – The data collection methods I used allowed me to answer the question and
sub-questions of my research project and this key explains how the methods are suited to
gather data for each question.
A) Quantitative data will measure student achievement of concepts or vocabulary
B) Qualitative data will indicate student attitudes and opinions
C) Data will show student progress over time
D) Data will show the value of the treatment
The main research question I wanted to answer was “What impact did increased
nonfiction reading have on student achievement in science?” To measure this, I
specifically looked at student posttest scores; student performance on assigned CATs and
reviewed my teacher journal notes and observations. The posttests were given at the end
of each science chapter during both the treatment and non-treatment phases of the project
to measure overall understanding of the concepts and vocabulary terms taught in each
chapter. To assure the validity and reliability of the chapter posttests, I had one of my
readers, Jill Nyman, review each of the four tests. She agreed with me that the posttests
seemed fairly equal in types of questions and difficulty. The test questions on each for
the four tests were at the remembering and understanding levels according to Bloom’s
Taxonomy. Walt Woolbaugh, my college professor, also looked over the chapter
posttests and agreed that the tests seemed valid and reliable. I compared these
assessments, looking for changes in student performance between the treatment and nontreatment chapters.
In addition to this quantitative data, I used teacher journal notes and observations
to support evidence of student learning by noting how well students understood the
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lessons I was teaching, and how students responded during class discussions or activities.
To further understand if increased nonfiction reading was making a difference in student
understanding of science, I looked at Accelerate Reader (AR) quiz scores to determine if
students were successfully passing quizzes.
Student surveys (Appendix D), student interviews (Appendix E) and teacher
journal notes were used to determine if adding more nonfiction science themed reading
affected students’ attitudes toward learning science or changed students’ thoughts about
nonfiction reading. Students were asked to share their thoughts and opinions about
reading nonfiction books and how reading nonfiction science related books helped them
learn science concepts by completing a student survey at the end of each treatment and
non-treatment unit. In order to ask more probing questions and ensure the information I
was gathering was reliable, I interviewed my students before I began my study and again
after the last phase to see if students had a shift in their thoughts towards science and
science related nonfiction reading. Using these data collection instruments showed
changes that had occurred in student opinions regarding nonfiction reading and how it
related to learning science.
The first student survey I designed was a ten question survey students answered
with yes and no responses. After I administered the first survey, I realized that I would
receive more valuable information if the students were able to respond with yes, no or
sometimes. I recreated the survey adding several probing questions and administered this
survey mid-way through and again at the end of the action research study.
My teacher journal and observations were also critical to acquiring information
during this action research project. I was able to write down student comments about
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reading, science related thoughts or ideas students had mentioned and any other
observations I felt would support the data I was collecting. The teacher journal was used
to record the number of students I observed reading nonfiction during independent
reading times. It was important for me to reflect on student perceptions of reading
nonfiction books and to make note when I observed students making connections
between reading nonfiction books and how this reading related to information learned
during science lessons. I also used my teacher journal to note how students responded to
the concepts being taught during science lessons, and how students responded to the
posttests given at the end of each science chapter. My teacher journal was a valued
resource as I analyzed the data collected to support my action research findings.
DATA AND ANALYSIS
Once I had established the methods I would use to answer my research questions
and determined the data collection instruments that would give me valid and reliable
information regarding my study, I was able to compile and analyze the data I had
collected. All 23 of my students participated in each piece of data collected except for
the student interviews. For the student interviews, I used a stratified random sampling by
choosing three students from each of the three reading levels as determined by the Fall
2012 AIMSWeb (Appendix B) scores. I interviewed these same students before the first
non-treatment phase and after the final treatment phase. Sifting through the data gave me
much insight on the effects increasing nonfiction reading opportunities had on student
achievement in science and student attitudes towards science. This data also gave me a
vision of future teaching practices in support of the National Common Core Standards.
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Student Achievement
The most important question of my action research project “How does increasing
nonfiction reading effect student achievement in science?” can be addressed by looking at
student posttest scores shown in Figure 1. I used science chapter posttests (Appendix F)
to compare treatment and non-treatment student test scores.

Percentages

Posttest Class Averages
95.00%
90.00%
85.00%
80.00%
75.00%
70.00%
65.00%
60.00%
55.00%
50.00%
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Figure 1. Test averages, (N=22).
After the first non-treatment phase, the class was given a posttest on Plants. The
average of the students’ non-treatment posttest scores (Figure 1) were 87.3%, (N=22).
Then a posttest on Animals was given after the treatment phase. The average of the
students’ test scores were 85.9%, (N=22). Though not a significant difference, the non-
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treatment posttest (Plants) class average was higher than the treatment posttest (Animals)
class average by 1.4%.
During the second non-treatment/treatment phase the class average test scores of
the non-treatment posttest given after the chapter on Weather was 77.0%, (N=21) and the
treatment test scores that were given after the chapter on the Solar Systems was 70.8%,
(N=21). Again there was a decrease (-6.2%) in the class posttest average scores during a
treatment portion of the study even with an increased amount of student exposure to
nonfiction books related to the chapter being taught. It was apparent through the posttest
scores that overall student achievement in science did not increase with additional
exposure to nonfiction literature. I was not surprised to see the decline in test scores as I
noticed the students had a much more difficult time taking the posttest independently on
the last two posttests of the action research project. The first two posttests on Plants and
Animals seemed easier for the students, as indicated by the level of independence while
taking these tests. During both the posttest on Weather and the Solar System students
asked me a lot of questions about the test questions. When I looked back at my teacher
notes on the day of the Solar System test, I wrote the following notes in my journal.
Today I gave the posttest on the solar system. I thought the students would be
able to work independently but many students had questions on the test. Many of
the students had questions on how to label the diagram of the planets in the solar
system. I gave the whole class further explanation on how to label this diagram
because so many seemed confused. Three students could not remember what
revolution meant and needed to know in order to answer question 22. I told these
students to choose the answer they though would make the most sense. Two of
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my students that struggle academically came to me several times even thought I
reiterated I would like them to work on their own and answer the best that they
could. It is so difficult for me to not help students on a test because I want them
to feel successful but I also want the data to be valid (teacher journal, 1-26-12).
It is very possible that the reason students asked for more clarification of questions during
the test was increased difficulty in the material being taught. Students start learning
about plants and animals long before they begin school and have a great deal of
background knowledge regarding both subjects. Weather and the Solar System are units
of study students generally do not see until they begin school. Therefore, students have
less background knowledge and are actually learning new concepts and vocabulary as
opposed to building on prior knowledge.
I analyzed the data from the student surveys (Appendix D), and found this data
showed students believed that increasing nonfiction reading increases academic
performance. Table 4 shows a portion of the student survey questions regarding
academic performance and the students’ opinions.
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Table 4
Student Survey Percentages 1, (N=23)

No

Sometimes

Yes

No

Sometimes

5. I understand
science vocabulary
better when I read
nonfiction books.
7. Reading nonfiction
helped me when I
took a test about
plants.

Post Study
Percentages

Yes

3. Reading nonfiction
books about science
helps me better
understand what Mrs.
Jendro is teaching in
science class.
4. I understand
science concepts
better when I read
nonfiction books.

Mid-Study
Percentages

No

Pre-Study
Percentages

73.9

26.1

55

15

30

41

10

50

81

19

48

24

29

27

18

50

60

40

48

14

38

36

23

41

75

25

82

5

14

57

0

42

Yes

Student Survey
Question

he preliminary data from questions #3, #4, #5, and #7 indicated most students believed
reading nonfiction would help them learn science. After Phase 1 of the study (nontreatment /treatment), in which I taught the chapters on Plants and Animals, I
administered the mid-study student survey. Looking at the percentage of “yes”
responses, I found that a high percentage of students still felt reading nonfiction had a
positive effect on their performance in science. Interestingly, the post-study student
survey data showed a decline in the percentage of students who answered, “yes” to these
same questions. This pattern of decline in posttest scores, student survey responses,
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indicated that the content that was taught during the chapters on Weather and The Solar
System was increasingly difficult.
Next, I analyzed the data that I collected from the Accelerated Reader student
quizzes (Figure 2). This data supported the same trend I had discovered when I analyzed
the student survey data and the posttest scores. Once again, there was a decline in the
number of AR nonfiction books the students chose to read when I compared Phase 1 and
Phase 2 of the Action Research project. During the treatment Phase 1 (Animals) eight
students took a total of 15 AR quizzes. Only two students took one quiz each during
treatment Phase 2 (Solar System).

Number of AR Quizzes

16

14
12
10

Animals

8

Solar System

6
4
2
0

Nonfiction

Figure 2. Number of accelerated reader quizzes taken during treatment phases.
The AR quiz data (Appendix C) was yet one more source of proof the students
were less interested in reading nonfiction books about the Solar System. Of the students
whom provided me with data via AR quizzes, did any show evidence of increased
achievement?
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I proceeded to look at Accelerated Reader (AR) records to see if there was a
correlation between the students who chose to take AR quizzes and their posttest scores
(Appendix F). In comparing the information, only two of the students had slightly
improved posttest scores from non-treatment (Plants) to treatment phases (Animals)
possibly due to reading more nonfiction. Of these two students, one student’s test score
percentage increased by 2% and the other student had a 3% increase on the treatment
posttest. Five of the eight students had a slight decrease in their treatment posttest scores
even though they had read additional nonfiction books related to the concepts we were
studying in science.
During the second phase of the study two students took one Accelerated Reader
quiz. In comparing test scores, the first student’s treatment test score decreased by 2%.
The second student was absent during the last treatment posttest; therefore a comparison
was not made. In the small sampling of students taking AR quizzes after reading
nonfiction books related to our areas of study, there was no real correlation between
increasing the amount of nonfiction reading and student achievement. I believe the
students’ apprehension to take AR quizzes on the books they had read as well as the lack
of improvement in posttest scores indicates students’ need for continued opportunities to
read nonfiction books. Students need many (often more than 100) exposures to a new
learning task or concept before academic growth is evident. With the same decline
showing up again as I compared the number of AR quizzes taken with the student
posttest scores in the second treatment phase, I was convinced the difficulty of the
content had an effect on student achievement.
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One interesting piece of data supporting these findings appeared in the AR quiz
score and posttest comparison of treatment phase 1 with one of my students. This student
is a high achieving student in my class, a Benchmark (proficient) reader according to the
fall AIMSWeb assessment, and enjoys reading nonfiction. This student took six AR
quizzes during the treatment phase (Animals) with an AR quiz score average of 93%.
The phase 1 Plant (non-treatment) posttest score for this student was 100% while the
Animal (treatment) posttest score was 88%. Disappointingly, increased nonfiction
reading during the treatment phase Animal unit did not have a positive effect on this
student’s achievement.
The analysis of the three data collection sources clearly indicated increasing
student exposure to nonfiction materials did not improve student achievement. Were
students able to explain this lack of interest and the decline I saw in the data analyzed
thus far? Post-study student interviews helped me gain a better understanding of the
discouraging results I had uncovered. When the nine students were asked which books
they enjoyed reading more, books about animals or books about the solar system, eight of
the students enjoyed the animal books better while only one student preferred reading
about the solar system. The probing question I asked next was “Why did you enjoy the
animal books more than the solar system books?” Three of the students remarked the
solar system books were too long and not as interesting. One student commented, “I read
parts and pieces of some solar system books, the books were kind of long.” Another
student stated, “The solar system books were a little difficult to read.”
My teacher journal supported these same findings, I could see the correlation
between the difficulty of the material and student interest in nonfiction reading. I wrote:
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On three occasions this week I had the students pick a partner and read books
about the solar system out of the Nonfiction Book Nook for approximately 15
minutes each time. The students enjoyed reading together and came to me to share
the many interesting facts they had discovered. During our daily independent
reading time students do not gravitate toward the Nonfiction Book Nook to read
books about the solar system like they did when the animal books were over there
(teacher journal, 1-25-13).
Student Attitude
The second question of my research project focused on how increased nonfiction
reading affected student attitudes towards science and nonfiction reading. Would
students enjoy science more if they were exposed to more nonfiction books related to the
science subject they were learning about? Would I see an increase in the amount of
nonfiction books that students read? Would students’ thoughts towards reading
nonfiction change over the course of my action research project? I analyzed the student
surveys, student interviews, and my teacher journal and observations to determine the
changes in students’ attitudes towards science and nonfiction reading.
The pre-study student survey (Appendix D), mid-study student survey, and poststudy student surveys revealed several changes in the students’ attitudes towards reading
nonfiction over the course of my study (Table 5).
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Table 5
Student Survey Percentages 2, (N=23)

Yes

No

Sometimes

Fic

NF

Fic

NF

Equal

Fic.

NF

Equal

62.5

37.5

67

5

29

59

18

23

70.8

29.2

36

18

45

27

14

59

6. I like science
more when I read
nonfiction books that
go along with what
we are learning in
class.

70

30

52

33

14

73

10

18

9. It is easy for me to
find nonfiction
books that I am
interested in reading.

65

35

50

18

32

27

10

36

10. I like science
class.

90

10

50

18

32

68

14

18

No

Sometimes

2. I enjoy reading
nonfiction science
books.

Post-Study
Percentages

No

1. The books I read
for fun are mostly…

Mid-Study
Percentages

Yes

Pre-Study
Percentages

Yes

Student Survey
Question

Student survey question number one indicated an increase in the number of
students who chose to read nonfiction books. The pre-survey percentage of students who
read mostly nonfiction books was 37.5% and the percentage of students who read mostly
fiction books was 62.5%. I thought the percentage of students who said they read mostly
nonfiction was high, this was probably due to the fact that the students had not had much
exposure to nonfiction books, therefore many students did not know the difference
between nonfiction and fiction books. By the mid-survey I had incorporated the
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Nonfiction Book Nook into our classroom. Students were able to read books from the
Book Nook independently throughout the day. The mid-survey study, after the first
treatment phase, did not show an increase in the number of students who read mostly
nonfiction books. 34% of the students responded “sometimes or yes” to “The books I
mostly read for fun are…” with the majority of the students preferring to read fiction
books (67%). According to the survey, students were still hesitant to read nonfiction
books even though the focus of the books in the Book Nook was animals. The post-study
student responses showed a slight increase in the number of students (41%) who
sometimes or mostly read nonfiction books for fun. This was an encouraging piece of
information, it was evident students were more apt to choose a nonfiction book to read
for enjoyment by the post-study survey.
Question two of the student survey showed a positive shift in the students’
attitudes towards reading nonfiction books with science related topics. Prior to the study
70.8% of the students responded “yes” they enjoyed reading nonfiction science books.
Again, this was before the students had had much experience with nonfiction reading in
our classroom. The mid-study survey indicated 81% of the students responded “yes or
sometimes” they enjoyed reading nonfiction science books. By the post-study survey,
86% of the students responded “yes or sometimes” they enjoyed reading nonfiction
science books. Several students’ responses to the probing question on the survey “I enjoy
reading nonfiction books about science. Explain why or why not,” supported the shift in
attitudes I saw in the survey results. One student claimed, “I just really like learning
about true things.” “Sometimes because they are interesting” and “because they are full
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of facts” are what two other students had written about reading nonfiction science books
on their student survey forms.
This shift in attitudes was encouraging and when I looked back at my teacher
journal, I had reflected on this change. I had written about observations I had made
during an independent reading time during the treatment phase 1.
Even though the animal books have been in the Nonfiction Book Nook for a
couple of weeks now, students have not gotten tired of reading them. I am
surprised by the number of students that are still going to the Book Nook to
choose books to read (11-27-12).
The student interviews did not show the same positive change in attitudes towards
nonfiction reading. I noticed the opinions of these nine students changed very little from
the pre-study interview to the post-study interview when they were asked, “What books
have you read lately?” and “Do you like reading fiction or nonfiction books more?”
Eight out of the nine students interviewed post-study liked reading fiction books more
than nonfiction books as opposed to six of the students expressing they liked fiction more
in the pre-study interviews. By the post-study interview, six of the students stated they
had not read any nonfiction lately, while three of the students said they had read a
nonfiction book in the last week. Only one student claimed to have read a nonfiction
book in the last week during the pre-study interview. It is difficult to explain the
discrepancy between these two data sources. I had recently returned the books from the
Book Nook to the libraries, leaving the Book Nook bare for over a week prior to the poststudy interviews; therefore, nonfiction books were not readily available in our classroom.
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This lack of easily accessible nonfiction books could have accounted for the students’
lack of nonfiction reading and the students’ comments during the post-student interviews.
Overall, the data analysis indicated increased exposure to nonfiction science
related books did have a favorable effect on students’ attitudes towards reading
nonfiction. The percentage of students that marked “yes or sometimes” on the student
survey had increased. I observed students reading nonfiction books during independent
reading times and even though the students I interviewed still preferred to read fiction
books, they did sometimes choose to read nonfiction and thought that reading nonfiction
books helped them learn more about science.
Third graders generally like science but I wanted to see if increasing the amount
of science related reading would increase the number of students that enjoy learning
about science. I used the student surveys (Table 4), student interviews and entries from
my teacher journal to find out if adding more nonfiction reading had an effect on
students’ attitudes toward science.
Pre-study student surveys gave good baseline data when looked at question six
and question ten to get a better understanding of students’ thoughts towards science.
Before I began this action research project, 90% of my students liked science (question
10) and 70% of the students stated they liked science more when they read nonfiction
books that correlated with our topic of study (question 6). I am not sure this pre-study
data is valid due to fact the students had not been exposed to nonfiction books related to
the science topics we were studying. This study started at the beginning of the school
year, therefore, we had not had many science lessons yet.
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The results of the mid-study and post-study survey questions were more important
to me as I continued to evaluate the information I had gathered. When I compared the
student survey responses during this time frame, I did see a gain in the percentage of
students who liked science class. The mid-study survey showed 82% of the students
liked or sometimes liked science, while 18% of the students said they did not like
science. In the post-survey the percentage of students who did not like science decreased
to 14%, while the number of students who liked science or sometime liked science
increased to 86%. I also saw an increase in the percentage of students who liked science
more when they read nonfiction books that went along with the content we were learning
in science. The mid-study showed 66% of the students like science more when additional
nonfiction books were available, but this number increased significantly after the students
had their second exposure to nonfiction books in the Book Nook. The post-survey
percentage was 91%. Was this change in the student responses on the survey attributed to
more nonfiction reading?
To further support the student survey responses I specifically looked at the
interview responses to the questions “Do you like science class?’ and “What do you like
about science class?” of the nine students I had interviewed before and after the action
research project eight of the nine students told me they liked science class. “I like reading
out of our science book,” “I liked learning about the planets,” “I liked learning new
things about animals,” were some of responses to this interview question during the prestudy interviews and post-study interviews. This showed the students’ attitudes towards
science had remained the same over the course of the study.
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One student said, “I don’t know, I am just not a person that likes science that
much,” when I asked if this student liked science class and what this student liked about
science class during the post-study interview. This information is consistent with the
responses this student gave me during the initial interview. “I am really not that
interested in science,” was the response this student gave during the first interview. I was
not able to sway this student’s thoughts about science through more nonfiction reading.
Student surveys and student interviews imply the majority of the students in my
class enjoyed science before I began the action research project and the thoughts and
attitudes remained much the same after the completion of this study. My teacher journal
and observations support these findings as well. One of my teacher journal entries states:
Even on the days we are just reading and discussing the material in our science
book, most of the students are cooperative and engaged during science class
(12-11-12).
I had also noted in a journal entry during a Solar System activity where students
were finding and writing facts about the planets using their science books and books from
the Nonfiction Book Nook:
The students really like this activity. All of the kids are on track with the
assignment and I like to see them using the resources that we have in our room. I
noticed that some of the kids are helping one another find facts by pointing out
which books they found good information in and sharing these resources
(1-16-13).
Daily observations also support the notion that my students like science. I put the
day’s schedule on the board each morning. When the students notice we were scheduled
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to have science that day there were always lots of “hoorays” and questions about what we
were going to be learning. On days that I did not have science written as one of activities
for the day, students often asked if we were going to have science or why we were not
having science that day. The positive attitudes towards science were apparent, my hope
was these students would continue to enjoy science as they progressed through their
school years.
Teaching Practice
The most important piece of data to analyze was the impact adding more
nonfiction reading had on my teaching practices. My goal was to increase student
exposure to science by adding more nonfiction reading to our daily schedule, by
increasing nonfiction reading opportunities. I hoped to see growth in academic
performance and improved student attitudes towards nonfiction reading and science. To
evaluate what effect this had on my teaching I looked at student surveys, student
interviews, posttest scores, and observations I had noted in my teacher journal.
Before I could begin this action research project, I had to determine the students’
reading preferences. Through the use of a pre-study student interview and a pre-study
student survey the majority of my students preferred reading fiction books. Prior to
starting the project, most of my students enjoyed reading fiction books better than
nonfiction and this theme was consistent across the board when I looked at the student
surveys, student interview responses and my observations during independent reading
times. Student survey results showed 62.5%, (N=23) of the students read mostly fiction
books. When I interviewed the nine students selected through random stratified
sampling, six of the nine students reported reading fiction most often. When I observed
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students during independent reading times at the beginning of the study, at least 18 of the
23 students in my class were reading fiction books during these assigned reading times.
My work was cut out for me; I needed to implement strategies that would encourage
students to read more nonfiction.
To further assess the direction I needed to take in my study, I asked students why
they preferred fiction books to nonfiction books. The written responses on the student
survey and the oral responses of the student interviews were much the same and indicated
students believed nonfiction books were more difficult to read and much less interesting
than nonfiction books. One student said, “The books that are real aren’t really funny and
I like funny books.” “I like the Edgar and Ellen books because they are kind of silly,”
and “Fiction books are more fun to read,” were other responses I heard as I interviewed
students. Students did not think nonfiction books were very enjoyable so my next task
was to find out how I could encourage students to read more nonfiction books.
Again, I used student survey responses and the suggestions students gave me
during the pre-study interviews to find strategies for introducing nonfiction books into
our classroom. When I asked students during the pre-study interviews what I could do to
get students to read more nonfiction, students gave very reasonable and good suggestions
that they felt would increase the amount of nonfiction reading done by students. Five of
the nine students gave one or two reasonable suggestions ranging from including more
nonfiction reading time, assigning nonfiction books to read, reading aloud nonfiction
books, informing students they would learn more and simply adding more nonfiction
books to the classroom. I implemented many of these suggestions to promote more
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nonfiction reading such as adding a Nonfiction Book Nook to our classroom during the
treatment phases of this study.
What I found over the course of my action research project is getting students to
read more nonfiction was much more difficult than I had anticipated. A few more
students were reading nonfiction books as supported by the data I had collected but most
of the students were still reading mostly fiction books. I wondered if students viewed
nonfiction as valuable tool for learning and if they did, why wasn’t this enough to
encourage them to read more nonfiction sources? I asked students during the pre-study
interviews and the post-study interviews, “What helps you learn about science?”. At the
beginning of the year, five out of the nine students said reading more nonfiction would
help them learn more about science and by the post-survey study, six of these nine
students indicated they thought reading nonfiction books about science helped them learn
science. Survey question three is similar to this interview question and the results of the
survey are consistent with the interview results. The survey question read, “Reading
more nonfiction books about science helps me better understand what Mrs. Jendro is
teaching in science class.” The pre-study survey showed 73.9% of the students thought
reading more helped them understand what I was teaching, but by the end of the study,
91% of the students thought reading more nonfiction helped them understand what we
were learning in science class.
The students understood the value of reading nonfiction, my job was to continue
to encourage students to read nonfiction by modeling this practice, providing easy access
to quality nonfiction sources, and giving students multiple opportunities each week to
read nonfiction books, in hopes of seeing an increase in the number of students
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occasionally choosing to read a nonfiction book for enjoyment. Third graders have strong
reading skills but they still need to develop and practice these skills especially when
reading a less familiar genre. Just like teaching a child anything new, multiple exposures
and many opportunities to read nonfiction are needed in order to see increased confidence
and growth in student understanding.
Something that I had not thought much about until I was able to compare two
treatment phases was the difference in the level of interest the students showed in the
books I had selected for the Nonfiction Book Nook. I relied on our school librarian to
help with the book selection process and we were able to find a large number of books
related to the topics of study in a wide range of reading levels to accommodate my
students. In my observations, the students enjoyed reading the books about animals
much more than they enjoyed reading books about the solar system. I asked students
during the post-study interviews which books they enjoyed most and why and eight out
of nine students enjoyed the animal books more. Students remarked, “The animal books
were more interesting that the solar system books,” “ The solar system books were a little
hard,” and “I just like learning about animals I don’t know about.” Learning the thoughts
of these students heightened my awareness of the importance of selecting books that will
appeal to students.
I have to agree; many of the animal books did seem more appealing. Many of the
solar system books had a great deal of text on each page and did seem dry. In visiting
with our librarian, she agreed and explained that publishing companies are in a
transitional time with the National Common Core at the forefront of education.
Publishing companies are updating and modernizing nonfiction books to make nonfiction
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more engaging for students while targeting the Common Core Standards. I did find many
such books with animal themes but not as many appealing books about the solar system.
It is important to keep exposing students to quality nonfiction and I will continue to
search for these sources and I will continue develop and implement teaching practices
using nonfiction reading to support student learning.
INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this action research project was to determine if adding nonfiction
science related reading to the curriculum increased student achievement in science. I also
wanted to know if increasing student exposure to nonfiction books related to the topics
we were studying in science affected students’ attitudes toward science. Would students
have more positive thoughts towards reading nonfiction that supported the topics the
students were learning in science class with increased opportunities to read related
nonfiction books? By adding a nonfiction library (The Nonfiction Book Nook), reading
more nonfiction books to my students and giving students opportunities to read
nonfiction books independently, I was able to use several data collection methods to
determine how increased nonfiction reading impacted student learning and student
attitudes.
By implementing this study I learned valuable information regarding student
achievement and the effects of increased nonfiction reading. I recorded and analyzed
posttest scores from two non-treatment posttests and two treatment posttests. I was
somewhat surprised by the results as I compared the four posttests. After the first nontreatment chapter on Plants, the student posttest average was 87.3% (N=22). There was a
decrease in the posttest averages over the course of the next three posttests. After the last
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posttest, the student posttest average was 70.8%. The data shows a total decrease of
16.5% from the first posttest to the last posttest. This data showed that increasing the
amount of exposure students had to nonfiction books related to the topic of study did not
improve test scores. I predicted scores would remain about the same or increase slightly
given more opportunities to learn about the science topics through sources other than the
science book.
One important consideration that could have contributed to the decline in test
scores is the varying difficulty of the subject matter. The first treatment/non-treatment
phase was conducted during the Plants and Animals chapters of our science book. By
third grade, students have had multiple exposures to these topics through life experiences,
books, movies, previous lessons in school as well as countless other opportunities to learn
about these topics. Students are less apt to have multiple exposures or learning
opportunities to learn about Weather or The Solar System; the chapters taught during the
second treatment/non-treatment phase. Therefore, students had less background
knowledge on these topics. Although students are aware of weather and experience
weather every day, they do not understand weather or make the same connections
through past experiences as they do with plants and animals. The same holds true with
knowledge about the solar system. A few students may be truly fascinated about outer
space and be very knowledgeable, but for most students, the study of space and our solar
system is very abstract for students of this age.
Thinking about the varying difficulty of the science topics and the vast differences
in nonfiction books, a more in-depth analysis could help teachers provide more valuable
nonfiction resources. In a continuation of this study, a group of teachers could rate
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selected nonfiction books using a rubric to gain a better sense of the variations in the
quality of nonfiction literature that is available. Asking students during student
interviews about the quality of books and interest level of the books they chose to read
would be helpful in selecting nonfiction.
The student interviews indicated that students lacked interest in this more abstract
concept. When the students were asked during the post-study interviews which books
they enjoyed more, books about animals or books about the solar system, eight out of the
nine (89%) students preferred reading the nonfiction books about animals. Lack of
confidence in reading books about the solar system was evident when I evaluated the
number of Accelerated Reader quizzes the students had taken during each treatment
phase. During the chapter on Animals, 15 quizzes were taken and during the chapter on
Solar Systems two quizzes were taken. The decrease in the posttest scores could be
attributed to students having less background knowledge and the content being more
difficult for students to understand regardless of nonfiction reading exposure.
Although I did not see positive growth in student achievement during my action
research project, the shift that I saw in student attitudes towards nonfiction reading was
encouraging. The data I used to support this finding came from the student surveys and
my observations. Student survey data showed the percentage of students who enjoyed
reading nonfiction books was 70.8% prior to the two treatment phases of the study.
Between the mid-study survey and the final survey there was a 7% increase in the
number of students who sometimes read nonfiction books for fun. Students who enjoyed
reading nonfiction science books increased by 5% from the time of the mid-study survey
to the time the post-study survey was taken. I also noted in my Teacher Journal that on
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average, at least 5 students selected nonfiction books to read during independent reading
time in our classroom. This change was not significant, but it helped me identify that
students were putting down their favorite fiction books to give nonfiction books a try.
With much of the teaching of reading being supported by fiction stories and books, it was
exciting to see my students test-driving this unfamiliar genre more often.
Another interesting finding was that students recognized the value of reading
nonfiction to gain knowledge. The student interviews and student surveys both showed
students thought it was important to read nonfiction to learn more about science. Five out
of nine (56%) of the students interviewed mentioned they learned more about science by
reading nonfiction books about science. The percentage of students who indicated on
the student survey (question 3) reading nonfiction helped them learn more about science
increased by 6% while the percentage of students who claimed reading nonfiction helped
them take the tests increased by 3%. Students knew it was important to read the
nonfiction books and were beginning to make the connection between reading nonfiction
and learning.
My final question in my project looked at how increasing nonfiction reading
affected my teaching. I now have a greater understanding of the students’ achievement
and attitudes when additional nonfiction reading was incorporated into the science
chapters. I gained an awareness of the various nonfiction resources that are available to
this age of students. I also recognized that it was more difficult to encourage students to
read nonfiction over fiction because many of the resources are not written in story and
lack appeal to students, therefore, students are hesitant to read nonfiction. Finally, I
found that providing a Nonfiction Book Nook did help students acknowledge the
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importance of nonfiction reading, but students will need more exposure to make
nonfiction reading one of their main selections.
VALUE
By conducting this study, I found that teaching from the chapters in the book did
not give me as many opportunities to teach science inquiry. A more traditional teaching
approach is not how I usually teach science, but I felt that it was needed for this study so
that the data was reflective of student exposure to nonfiction reading and not from the
science inquiry method. Next year, I will incorporate nonfiction reading into my science
teaching in addition to the science inquiry method that I will be using.
The posttest data showed a larger decrease during the Solar System and Weather
chapters that were more difficult than the Plants and Animals chapters. Next year, I will
begin my introduction of nonfiction reading with the science chapters that students enjoy
and are more familiar with the content. I also found that during the non-treatment phases
the lack of encouragement to read nonfiction made the students’ excitement dwindle.
This was caused because I was not encouraging and promoting those resources during the
non-treatment phases. Next year, I will use my Nonfiction Book Nook throughout the
entire year so that the students know it is always available as a resource to them and they
can access nonfiction books at any time. I will also incorporate nonfiction student-led
book talks as part of the curriculum to increase their interest in nonfiction reading.
The data analysis showed that the students’ attitude towards nonfiction reading
was overall positive. The students indicated that they would learn more about science,
but they wouldn’t always choose to read nonfiction. Next year, I would like to increase
their interest of reading nonfiction by giving the students another purpose for reading it.
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For example, I will ask them to choose a nonfiction book to read to their first-grade
reading buddy with their buddy’s interest in mind. Incorporating more nonfiction book
projects in the future will give students a purpose for reading nonfiction books. I will also
make nonfiction reading available in all the other curricular areas to reach students that
may be interested in nonfiction in other areas of study.
This year my district adopted the National Common Core curriculum and this
curriculum needs to include more nonfiction reading. I plan to spend more time teaching
students how to read and comprehend nonfiction reading because nonfiction requires a
different skill set even when the reading level is the same. How they read it is so
different because of the tables, charts and the vocabulary. I would also like to provide the
students with a bibliography of nonfiction resources that are quality resources for third
grade students. I know that not all learners are the same and I don’t have the easy
answers, but the data showed me that students need multiple exposures to improve their
nonfiction reading and build their confidence levels when they read nonfiction.
Reading nonfiction to gain knowledge is an important part of school today and
will be even more important in the future of education as more emphasis is placed on the
National Common Core Standards. Teachers will need to implement more expository
reading throughout the curriculum. Hopefully, though this study was short in length and
did not prove to show academic growth, it does validate the importance of reading
informational books to build science literacy. Students will be required to read more
vigorously in all subject areas. Teaching students how to read more complex text and
giving students the opportunity to do so is critical to student success in school. Prior
knowledge is the foundation needed to learn and comprehend new material. Therefore, it
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is important to continue with this work to discover effective ways to encourage students
to enjoy and to see the value in reading informational text.
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Informed Consent Form for Students in the Research Study
Dear Family,
I am currently working toward a Master’s Degree in Science Education and for my final
Capstone project I am required to perform a study incorporating an educational strategy that
will positively affect my students. I have chosen to study the effect increasing the amount of
nonfiction science related reading has on the students’ knowledge and understanding of
science.
During this research project I will be collecting and analyzing data in our classroom.
Pre/post tests, daily assignments, student surveys, student interviews and Accelerated Reader
are the instruments I will use to collect data for my project. This project will not disrupt learning
in our classroom and our science lessons will not change in anyway. I will include more
opportunities for nonfiction reading during class time. There will not be any extra requirements
outside of the school day.
Since I will be using student work for data collection purposes, I am required to ask for
parent consent. All student names and any other identifiable characteristics will be confidential.
Your child’s participation in this study does not include any foreseeable risks. This project is
meant to provide me with valuable information regarding the effects increasing nonfiction
reading has on student learning.
Thank you for allowing me to use student data for my final project. Please contact me if
you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Tami Jendro

Parent Signature: _____________________________________________

Student Name: ________________________________________________

Name _______________________

Date ____________________
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Treatment and Non-treatment Posttests and Reading Scores
Student
Number

N.T.
Plants
10/17
% Score

T.
Animals
11/26
%
Score

N.T.
Weather
12/18
%
Score

T.
Solar
System
2/7
%
Score

AIMSWeb
Fluency
Score
83+ = B
53-82 = S
0-52 = I

AIMSWeb
Comp.
Score
12+ = B
7-11 = S
0-6 = I

1
2

86
69

71
79

58
63

52
41

52
64

15
8

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

86
94
94
94
94
100
ab
94
100
81
94
81
62
81
56
100
100
81
100
74
100

82
97
97
100
97
97
76
94
91
85
85
ab
76
79
65
88
91
79
88
76
97

ab
88
96
96
92
75
ab
71
83
92
63
58
67
63
92
75
92
58
71
71
92

63
78
78
78
93
96
48
78
63
70
63
56
ex
70
78
89
ab
52
85
63
93

39
71
94
163
115
120
62
103
70
121
82
130
16
93
86
110
77
82
112
48
132

9
5
15
25
14
20
11
19
13
24
7
16
7
18
14
19
17
11
19
9
16

87.3%
N=22

85.9%
N=22

77.0%
N=21

70.8%
N=21

Class
Average

B=Benchmark
I=Intensive
S=Strategic

AR Quiz
% Score
and # of
Books
Read in
Treatment
Phase 1
Animal
Books

AR Quiz
% Score
and # of
Books
Read in
Treatment
Phase 2
Solar
System
Books

100% - 2
100% - 1

80% - 1

80% - 1

60% - 1

93% - 6
90% - 1
100% - 1
70% -2

89%

40% - 1
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Name _______________________

Date__________________________

Student Survey
1. I have read about ____________ books in
the last week.

6. I understand science vocabulary words
better when I read nonfiction books.

None
4

Yes

1 or 2
More than 4

3 or

*What books have you read in the last week?
(titles or topics)

No

7. Reading nonfiction books about our solar
system helped me when I took a science test
about our solar system.
Yes

2. The books I read are mostly __________.

Sometimes

Somewhat

No

*How did reading nonfiction books help you?

Fiction (made up)
Nonfiction (true)
About equal fiction and nonfiction
3. I enjoy reading nonfiction books about
science.
Yes

Sometimes

No

*Explain why or why not.

8. I like science class.
Yes

Sometimes

No

*What do you like about science class?

*What do you dislike about science class?
4. Reading nonfiction books about science
helps me better understand what Mrs. Jendro
is teaching in science class.

9. I like science class more when I read
nonfiction books that go along with the science
topics we are learning in class.

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

No

Somewhat

No

10. It is easy for me to find nonfiction books
that I am interested in reading.

*Explain why or why not.

Yes

Sometimes

No

5. I understand science concepts better when I
read nonfiction books.

11. I enjoy reading books from the Nonfiction
Book Nook.

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

No

Sometimes

No
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The following statement will be read to each student before I proceed with the interview.
“ Your participation in this interview is voluntary. You may choose to not participate in this
interview or may stop at any time. Your class grades or class standing will not be affected by
your choice to participate or not participate in this interview.”
Name:
Date:
Student Interview Questions (pre-study)
Warm up Questions
P= Probing questions
How is school going for you this year?
P- What do you like best about school this year?
What is your favorite subject?
P- What do you like about this subject?
1. What books have you read in the last week?/ What books have you read lately?
P-Why did you choose to read these books?
P- What do you like about this book?
2. What do you think of when I say nonfiction?/ Do you know what nonfiction is?
P- Can you give me an example of a nonfiction book?
P- Can you give me an example of a fiction book?
P-Have you read any nonfiction books in the last week?
P-What non fiction book have you read?
P-Do you like reading nonfiction books?
P-Why or why not?
P-What nonfiction book would you choose to read?
3. Do you think it is important to read nonfiction books?
P-Why is it important to read nonfiction books?/ What is good about reading
nonfiction?
P-What would encourage you to read nonfiction?
P-What could I do to get students to read more nonfiction books?
P-What types of nonfiction books do you like?
4. What do you like about science?
P-Have you always liked science?
P- What have you learned in science this year?
P-What activities help you learn science?
P-Have you read anything neat about science?
P-Can you tell me what you learned?
5. What would help you learn more about science in third grade?
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Date: ___________________________________________________________

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68
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62.5%

NF

Equal

67%

5%

29%

59%

18%

23%

% of
Sometimes
Post Surv.

Fic.

% of No
Post
Survey

Equal

% of Yes
Post
Survey

NF

% of

Fic

Sometimes

nonfiction

% of No
Treatment

fiction

% of Yes
Treatment

1.The books I read for fun are
mostly…

No
Responses
Pre-study

Student Survey Question

Yes
Responses
Pre-study

Student Survey Percentages – After Treatment 11-29-12

37.5%

2. I enjoy reading nonfiction
science books.
70.8%

29.2%

36%

18%

45%

27%

14%

59%

73.9%

26.1%

55%

15%

30%

41%

10%

50%

4. I understand science
concepts better when I read
nonfiction books.

81%

19%

48%

24%

29%

27%

5. I understand science
vocabulary better when I read
nonfiction books.

60%

40%

48%

14%

38%

36%

23%

41%

70%

30%

52%

33%

14%

73%

10%

18%

75%

25%

82%

5%

14%

57%

0%

42%

85%

15%

9. It is easy for me to find
nonfiction books that I am
interested in reading.

65%

35%

50%

18%

32%

27%

10%

36%

10. I like science class.

90%

10%

82%

18%

32%

68%

10%

36%

3. Reading nonfiction books
about science helps me better
understand what Mrs. Jendro is
teaching in
science class.

6. I like science more when I
read nonfiction books that go
along with what we are
learning in class.
7. Reading nonfiction helped
me when I took a test about
plants.

18%

50%

8. I can get a good selection of
science books from the library.
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Table 2: Common Themes of Student Interviews
Interview Question
1. What books have you
read in the last week?

Common Themes
Fiction

What kinds books have you
Nonfiction
read lately?
Do you like reading fiction
or nonfiction more?

4. What helps you learn
more about science?
How can you learn more
about science?

6/9 = 67%

1/9 = 11%

Fiction/nonfiction about
equal

2/9 = 22%

Reading more books about
science

5/9 = 56%

I don’t know, I am not sure

What would help you learn
more about science in third
grade?
3. What can I do as a
teacher to get students to
read more nonfiction?

Number of Student
Responses (N=9)

Reasonable responses

Add more to nonfiction
books to our classroom

4/9 = 44%

4/9 = 44%

2/9 = 22%

Not sure or response did not
match the question
*some students gave more
than one suggestion

4/9 = 44%

